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ABSTRACT

A nonreacting experiment was performed to investigate the effects of jet swirl on

mixing of a light gas jet in a supersonic airstream. The experiment consisted essentially

of two parts. The first part was an investigation of the effects of jet swirl and skew on the

mixing and penetration of a 25 ° supersonic jet injected from a flat surface (flush wall

injection) into a supersonic ducted airflow. Specifically, the objective was to determine

whether the jet would mix more rapidly if the jet were swirling, and whether swirl, with

and without skew, causes the injectant-air plume to have a net circulation (i.e., a single or

dominant vortex). The second part was a preliminary study of the mixing of swirling jets

injected from the base of a skewed ramp. The hypothesis was that favorable interactions

between vorticity generated by the swirling jet and vortices generated by the ramp can

produce mixing enhancements. Both parts of the experiment were conducted at equal

injectant mass flow rate and total pressure.

The results for the flush wall injection cases indicate that, except relatively close

to the injection point, swirl, with or without skew, does not enhance the mixing of the jet,

and can in fact reduce penetration. In addition, a plume with significant net circulation is

not generated, as had previously been believed. The results for the ramp cases indicated

no improvements in mixing in comparison with the baseline (swept ramp injector) case.

However, it was not possible to determine the vorticity mechanisms underlying the poor

performance, since no measurements of vorticity were made. Thus, since many geometric

parameters were chosen arbitrarily, the results are inconclusive for this class of injector.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

One of America's most ambitious aerospace goals is to have a hypersonic

airbreathing space delivery vehicle. Airbreathing propulsion has the potential of offering

a significant weight savings over rocket propulsion, because the vehicle does not need to

carry oxidizer along with its fuel. This allows for larger aircraft payloads or smaller

aircraft than those powered by rocket propulsion. The supersonic combustion ramjet

(scramjet) is the engine of choice for proposed hypersonic vehicles. In a scramjet, air

remains supersonic as it passes through the combustion chamber, unlike the ramjet,

which slows incoming air to subsonic speeds during combustion. In a ramjet combustor,

fuel injection schemes, such as multiple inflow injectors and recirculating regions, are

used which are optimized for efficient mixing. Losses in total pressure (rises in entropy)

associated with such schemes are low due to the low Mach number, contrary to those of a

scramjet. Thus, scramjet fuel injection and mixing schemes must be conceived which

provide the required degree of fuel mixing while minimizing losses.

Previous studies have indicated that the mixing of an angled (pitched) supersonic

jet into a supersonic duct flow is improved by a swirling jet.l'2 These studies also

indicated that a swirling jet acts as a vortex generator, generating an injectant-air plume

containing a single or dominant vortex. If it does act as a vortex generator, then there are

several additional possibilities for further increasing fuel jet mixing and penetration.

Bushnell 3 discusses many of these for application in the hypervelocity flight regime

(M > 10), but they are equally relevant for the lower hypersonic flight numbers of M _ 6-

7 (the flight speeds of interest in this study), where flow speeds in the combustor are M



2. Theseincludeinteractionof acounterrotatingpair of vortices(with commonflow

awayfrom thewall) to increasepenetration.In thepresentcase,acounterrotatingpair of

vortexplumeswouldbeinteracted,generatedby acounterrotatingpair of swirlingjets.

Otherinteractionsmight induceinstabilitieswhich couldenhanceturbulentgeneration

andmixing. Favorableeffectsmightalsobe foundby interactingvorticesproducedby

rampswith vortexplumes. Bushnellalsonotedthat skewedwall jets actasvortex

generatorsin subsonicflow andmightalsobeeffectivein supersonic.In thepresent

context,skewingtheswirlingjet (in thecorrectdirection)might increaseits effectiveness

asavortexgenerator.

1.2 Background

Scramjetfuel injectorscanbelooselyorganizedinto threetypes:(a) flush-wall

injectors,in whichfuel is injectedinto thescramjetductflow from anorifice in thewall

andtheductwall shapeis not altered(exceptfor thepresenceof theorifice itself) by the

injector;(b) rampinjectors,in which fuel is injectedfrom anorifice atthebaseor other

partsof aprotuberancein thewall whichhasbeencontouredto improvemixing and/or

penetrationof thefuel; (c) strutinjectors,in whichtheinjectororifice is suspendedin the

flow awayfrom awall by astrut. This investigationwill focusonflush wall andramp

injectors.

Flushwall injectorsdependprimarily upontheir cross-streammomentumrateto

achievepenetrationandmixing with theair stream.Thepressurefelt attheexit of these

injectors(theductwall orifice) is thatbehindthebow shockformedasaresultof the

blockagecreatedby thefuel jet asit enterstheduct flow. Thispressuredependsonthe



angleof thefueljet to theduct flow. Caseswherethepressureattheexit of the injector

is matchedto thepressurebehindthebow shock(assumingthatthejet axisis initially

alignedwith the injectornozzleexit) arecalledmatchedpressure.If theinjectorexit

pressureis greaterthanthismatchedpressure(underexpanded),thejet turnsoutwardsin

relationto thenozzleaxisin anexpansionturn (Machnumberincreases),thereby

simultaneouslyraisingthepressurebehindthebow shockandreducingthepressurein

thejet until thesearebroughtinto balance.McClinton4 investigated flush wall injectors

at various angles to the flow in a nonreacting experiment. He investigated injectors at

30 °, 45 °, 60 ° and 90 ° to the duct wall, and found the mixing region concentration decay

rate was higher for lower injection angles. It is noteworthy, however, that all cases were

conducted at a constant total pressure of the jet. Consequently, the lower injection angle

jets probably turned outward, as described above, to match the jet pressure with the

pressure behind the bow shock. This behavior and its associated systems of shock waves

may account for the improved mixing in these low angle cases. Mays, Thomas and

Schetz 5 investigated 15 ° and 30 ° injection into a supersonic flow with both pressure

matched and underexpanded cases. Their conclusions were that the angle of the injector

had little effect on penetration and mixing but an under expanded jet produced greater

mixing.

Swithenbank and Chigier 6 were early pioneers of the idea of mixing enhancement

in a supersonic flow by swirling the fuel jet. Swirl was generated by tangential injection

into the plenum and the swirling flow was accelerated in a nozzle. Vortex breakdown

occurred in the jet, leading to increased entrainment of air by the jet. In their combustion

tests, the combustion intensity was increased indicating a higher mixing efficiency.



Althoughtheir testsweremainly subsonic,it wasshownthat areverseflow zonecould

befoundin atransonicswirlingjet, which suggeststhattheseeffectscouldalsobe

achievedin asupersonicjet.

Theflow of supersonicswirlingjets in a stagnantatmospherewasfurther

investigatedby Cutler,LeveyandKraus. 7'8'9 The jet was created by tangential injection

into a swirl chamber and accelerated through a convergent-divergent nozzle. They

observed higher peak helix angles than previous studies as well as lower densities and

pressures along the jet axis. They found that mixing layer growth rates increased

considerably with swirl and when operated overexpanded, unstable shock interactions

produced vortex breakdown.

Kraus and Cutler 1'2'1° investigated the effects of swirl on mixing of a 30 ° flush

wall injector into a Mach 2 flow. Two swirling cases and a nonswirling case were

investigated which utilized the same convergent-divergent nozzle. For matched exit

pressures this led to a higher injectant total pressure and lower mass flow rate with swirl

than without. An analysis was performed to bring the results to an equal mass flow rate

basis, and suggested that addition of swirl would result in better mixing. Note that the

comparison was still on the basis of unequal injectant total pressures. It is possible that if

the total pressure of the nonswirling case were raised to make it equal with one of the

swirling cases (same mass flow rate and exit pressure), penetration and mixing would be

improved. (In practice this would have involved resizing of the convergent-divergent

nozzle.) In addition to improvement in mixing, addition of swirl appeared to result in the

generation of a dominant vortex, as evidenced by a lateral motion of the injectant plume.

4



Johnson 11 investigated the possibility of increasing injectant penetration by

injection of a pair of counterrotating swirling jets into a Mach 2 airstream. Several

injectors were considered, each of which injected nominally the same mass flow rate

when operated with the injectant supply at the same pressure. Of primary interest were

flush wall and swept ramp injectors utilizing counterrotating pairs of swirling jets pitched

at 25 ° to the main flow. For comparison, flush wall and swept ramp injectors utilizing a

single nonswirling jet at 25 ° and a surface normal flush wall injector were considered. It

was found that for both ramp injector cases, downstream penetration was nearly that of

the normal injector. The addition of swept ramps had more influence on penetration than

addition of swirl and the penetration was less than expected for the swirling jet pair.

Mixing performance downstream of the injector exit location was also enhanced by the

use of ramps over that of the normal injector and was best for the ramped swirling jet

pair. In the case of the flush wall swirling jet pair, a vortex interaction instability

occurred which led to the intermittent rotation (by +180 °) of the locations of the vortex

centers, such that their mutual interaction caused an intermittently reduced jet

penetration.

Streamwise vortices have been generated in low-speed flows by injection of jets

from flush wall orifices with jet axes pitched in relation to the wall and skewed to the

freestream. Compton and Johnston 12 examined the effects of a wall jet with fixed 45 °

pitch and skew varying from 0 ° to 180 ° in a turbulent boundary layer. They found the

pitched and skewed jet produced a longitudinal vortex which was similar to a weak

vortex formed by a solid vortex generator. They also found that the maximum vorticity

was strongly dependent on the jet velocity and skew angle. Fuller, Mays, Thomas and



Schetz13studiedtheeffectsof pitchedandskewedjets in a supersonicflow. They

investigatedaMach3, 30° pitchedjet andaMach6, 15° pitchedjet at skewanglesof 0°

to 28°. FortheMach3, 30° pitch anglecase,maximuminjectantconcentrationdecay

wasnot increasedby skew,andfor theMach6, 15° pitchanglecase,this decaywas

decreased.Theinjectantplumecross-sectionareawasincreasedwith skewin bothMach

numbercases,butpenetrationandtotalpressurelosseswereminimally affectedby skew.

Northam,GreenbergandByington14exploredthemixing characteristicsof swept

andunsweptrampinjectorsin acombustionexperiment.Theyinvestigatedapair of

rampswith parallelinjectionin a supersonicduct flow with andwithoutaddednormal

injectiondownstream.For thetestedconfigurations,theyfoundthat combustion

efficiencieswerehigherfor thesweptrampsthanfor theunsweptramp. Addition of the

normalinjectordownstreamof therampshadnoeffectoncombustionefficiencywith the

sweptrampbut did increasetheefficiencywith theunsweptramp. Overall,however,the

sweptrampwith nonormal injectionprovidedthebestcombustion.Stouffer,Baker,

CapriottiandNortham_5investigatedtheeffectsof compressionversusexpansionramps

in a supersoniccombustionexperiment.A compressionrampprotrudesinto themain

flow producingashockwaveor compressionwaveatthefront of theramp,whereas,an

expansionrampproducesexpansionwaveswherethewall attheroot of theramptapers

awayfrom theflow. At theparticulartestconditionsof this experiment,thefuel reacted

immediatelydownstreamof thecompressionrampinjectors,and,althoughthefuel from

theexpansionrampinjectorsdid not igniteuntil fartherdownstream,combustion

occurredrapidly indicatinga shortercombustormightbenecessaryusingtheexpansion

ramps.RigginsandMcClinton_6computationallycomparedmixing enhancementof



sweptandunsweptrampinjectorswith that of low angle(30°) wall injector. In the

nonreactingmixing study,the sweptramphadthehighestmixing andtheunsweptramp

hadthelowestwith the30° wall jet havingintermediatemixing. In thereactingsolutions,

thewall jet showedslightly bettermixing effectivenessfartherdownstreambut theswept

rampinjectorhadslightlybettermixing effectivenesscloserto the injector.

1.3 Objectives

Thiswork is in two parts. An objectiveof thefirst part is to determinewhether

25° supersonicjets from aflat wall (flushwall injector) into a supersonicductedairflow

will mix morerapidly if thejet is swirling,or skewedin relationto the incidentairstream.

A secondobjectiveis to determinewhetherswirl, with andwithout skew,causesthe

injectantplumeto haveanetcirculation(i.e., form a singleor dominantvortex),as

inferredfrom largescalemotionsof thefuel plume. Thisexperimentis conductedat

equalinjectantmassflow rateandtotalpressure.Note thatflushwall injectorsproduce

nodrag. However,jet thrustin thestreamwisedirectionis slightly lower for theswirling

jet thanfor thenonswirlingone,andfurthermoreis lower still with skew. Swirlingjet

injectorsaresignificantlymorecomplexin their designandmanufacture.Therefore,if

swirlingjet injectors(with or without swirl) areto beemployedin apracticalcombustor

theymustproduceasubstantialenhancementin mixing.

Theobjectiveof the secondpart is to conductapreliminarystudyof themixing

performanceof swirlingjets injected(with skew)from thebaseof askewedramp. The

hypothesisis thatfavorableinteractionsbetweenvorticity generatedby the swirlingjet

andvorticitiesgeneratedby therampcanproducemixing enhancements.Thebasisof



comparisonin thiscaseis anunskewed,nonswirlingjet injectedfromthebaseof a swept

ramp. Whilst the sweptrampandtheskewedramppresentroughlythe sameblockageto

theflow, it is consideredunlikely thattheyhavethesamedrag. Thus,although,asfor

theflushwall injectorcases,theexperimentis conductedatequalinjectantmassflow

rateandtotalpressure,thebasisfor comparisonis notentirelyequivalent.Notethatno

measurementsof vorticity couldbemade,whichrenderedinterpretationof theresults

difficult andtheexperimentinconclusive.

Thispaperwill describethefacility andthentheinstrumentationused.Thedata

reductionandanalysistechniquesandtheoperatingprocedurewill thenbediscussed.

Finally theresultsof theexperimentandtheconclusionswill bepresented.



2.0 FACILITY AND MODEL

2.1 TestFacility

TheseexperimentswereconductedattheTransverseJetFacility (TJF)in Room

205of Building 1221CatNASA LangleyResearchCenter.TheTJFconsistedof a

rectangularMach2 two-dimensionalconvergent-divergentnozzlemountedontop of a

plenum400 mmin diameterand1100mmtall. A schematicof thefacility canbeseenin

Figure2-1. Theplenumchamberwasdividedby anacousticaldamperanda setof four

wire screensfor flow conditioning.17Ontop of thenozzlewasaconstantarea

rectangularductwith across-sectionmeasuring87.88mm (3.46inches)by 38.61mm

(1.52inches)(thedimensionsof thenozzleexit). A photoof theductandnozzle

mountedon theTJFis shownin Figure2-2. Theheightof theductwasadjustablefrom

123.83mm(4.875inches)to 327.03mm(12.875inches)in incrementsof 50.80mm (2.00

inches).A sectionview of theductassemblyshownin Figure2-3 includestheMach2

nozzle,pressuretapsandtheplacementof the injector assembly.Figure2-4 showsthe

othersectionview of theductwith andwithouttheoffsetwall (discussedlater). Theexit

of theductwasopento thelaboratoryandanoverheadexhaustductcaughttheexit flow.

Theduct includedprovisionsfor afuel simulantinjectorin oneof thewall plates.Figure

2-5showspartsusedto offsetaductendwall by 23.62mm (0.93inch) to aposition

20.32mm (0.80inch) from theductcenterline. In theoffsetwall configuration(Figure2-

4(a))thescoopseparatesaportionof theairflow suchthatanyshockscreatedby the

impingingwall tip weredirectedoutsideof theductflow.

The 50.995 boundary layer thickness in the duct model as a function of the

streamwise direction x was determined by Quinn 17, who also used this facility, to be



50.995= 1.69+ 0.0075"X

where50.995 and x are in ram. Quinn used a combination of numerical techniques and a

survey of the exit plane, similar to the one described later, to obtain this relation.

The facility also included a bottle trailer to supply the test gas which was helium

with 5% oxygen (which will be denoted He/O2). The trailer contained 1700 m 3 of He/O2

gas at a pressure of 18600 kPa. Helium simulated hydrogen well in a nonreacting

experiment due to its light molecular weight and inert properties. Because of demands on

the facility by other researchers and budgetary constraints, the He/O2 mixture was used

instead of pure helium. Also due to these considerations, the amount of this gas that was

apportioned to this study was limited. This limitation restricted aspects of the experiment

such as the number of cases examined, the number of surveys taken per case and the

survey grid spacing.

2.2 Injector Assembly

The injector assembly (Figures 2-6 and 2-7) was designed to inject fuel simulant

into the main flow at a pitch angle of o_ = 25 ° to wall surface and varying skew angles [_

of up to +25 °. The skew angle was set by locating the injector nozzle block next to a pin

pressed into one of five drilled holes at -25 °, -12.5 °, 0 °, 12.5 °, 25 °, where (-) indicates the

injector is pointed from right to left looking at the interior wall (Figure 2-6), and locking

in place with a plate and screws. The assembly is shown in the 13= +25 ° position in

Figure 2-6. The total injection angle 0 to the duct axis is given by

q_= acos(cosa, cos 13) (2.1)

and for a maximum skew angle of [_ = 25 °, 0 = 34.8°.

10



Theinjectorassemblywasalsodesignedto provideswirl orno swirl to a

supersonicfuel jet andwasconfiguredasaflushwall injectorandasarampinjector.

Sectionviewsshowingbothconfigurationscanbe seenin Figure2-7. Thefuel simulant

entersthe injectorplenumthroughtheplenumcap. A pressuretap(notshownin Figure

2-7)waslocatedin this chamberto monitor fuel simulanttotal pressure.Thefuel

simulantpassesthroughholesin thetop hat insertandentersthe swirl chamber.For the

swirlingjet cases,theholesaredrilled tangentiallythroughthetophat insert(Figure2-

8a),swirlingtheflow in thecounter-clockwisedirection(lookingdownstreamalongthe

axialdirectionof the jet flow) into a swirl chamber.For thenonswirlingcasestheholes

in thetophat insertweredrilled radially (Figure2-8b). Theswirl andnonswirltophat

insertswerethesameinserts(low swirl andnonswirl,respectively)usedin the

experimentsconductedby Kraus.a°The swirl chamberwasconnectedto aconvergent-

divergentnozzlewhichacceleratedtheinjector flow. Two nozzleinsertswereused

(Figure2-9). Thefirst hadanexit-to-throatarearatioof 2.0andanexit diameterof 6.35

mm (0.25inch) andwasusedwith theswirl tophat insert. Thisnozzlehadthe same

throatandexit diametersasdid thecorrespondingswirl nozzleusedin Kraus'

experiment,a°Thesecondnozzlehadanarearatioof 2.3andanexitdiameterof 4.93

mm (0.194inch) andwasusedwith thenonswirltophat insert. Thesenozzleswith their

associatedinsertsweredesignedto providethe samemassflow ratefor thesame

injectantpressure.If arampwasdesired,adifferentnozzleinsertwith squareendsbut

thesameinternalgeometrywasused.Therampwassecuredoverthenozzleinsertwith

a screw.Two 10° rampswereused,oneunsweptandoneswept(Figure2-10). The

11



injectorwaslocatedin thenozzleblock whichmatedwith a speciallyconstructedwall

platewhich allowedthenozzleblock to pivot aboutthejet exit aspreviouslydescribed.

2.3 Calibration of Injector Nozzles for Mass Flow Rate

Mass flow rate through the injector nozzles (both with and without swirl) was

calibrated against the injector plenum pressure (Ptj) and the total temperature of the

entering gas (Ttj). The nozzles were calibrated against an orifice plate (NASA A004433)

which itself was calibrated (with air flow) against standards traceable to the National

Institute for Standards and Technology. The calibration was performed by passing 6900

kPa nitrogen through the plate, throttling it through a valve and passing it through the

injector. The valve setting was adjusted to vary the mass flow rate in the range

approximately 0.023-0.104 kg/sec. Nozzle coefficient IKN2 _ rhj T_,,j and orifice plate

/ Pt,j

Reynolds number (proportional to nozzle Reynolds number) were calculated at each

setting. Nozzle coefficients were interpolated at the Reynolds number of the test

(computed for the specific gas injected) and then these coefficients were corrected for the

injection gas. The corrections were determined by computing the mass flow rate through

the nozzle for some specified Ptj, Ttj using first N2 and second the injection gas (air or

He/O2) using the isentropic, quasi-l-D flow calculations described in Section 2.4 and

taking the ratio. Thus:

/gHe/O 2 = KN2 X mHe/O2-quasi-l-D'isentr°pic (2.2)
mN 2- quasi -1 - D ,isentropic

12



Notethat,for He/Q2 injection, in order to match the Reynolds number with the N2

calibration tests, results at the low N2 mass flow rate end of the calibration range had to

be used. Unfortunately, the calibration orifice delta pressure measured were at the low

end of the pressure transducer range for these measurements, so the mass flow rates

calculated were relatively less accurate. As a result, the uncertainty in K(He/O2) was

estimated to be 2-3%. The results of the nozzle calibration are shown in Table 2-1.

2.4 Operating Conditions

The operating conditions for the plenum were set to provide a nominal Mach 2

flow inside the duct. A 3860 kPa air supply from a central compressor station was used

to provide compressed air at a rate of 3.72 kg/s to the plenum. This supply line was

regulated to provide about 1275 kPa in the lower plenum, ahead of the acoustical damper

and screens and 794 kPa (115 psi) ahead of the nozzle. The pressure ahead of the nozzle

was selected as 794 kPa to provide a nominal pressure of one atmosphere at the exit of

the nozzle. This was based on the nozzle design Mach number M= of 2.0. The actual

Mach number was found to be 1.975 + 0.01 which gives a pressure of 105.5 + 1.4 kPa

(15.3 + 0.2 psi) at the nozzle exit. These quantities are summarized in Table 2-1.

The injector was supplied with fuel simulant from one of two sources. One

simulant, air, was supplied at up to 6900 kPa from a central compressor station. The

other, He/O2, was provided from a bottle trailer as described above. These sources were

regulated to provide an operating pressure at the injector of 4275 kPa (620 psi). This

pressure was used to match the injector exit static pressure to the effective back pressure

of the main duct flow. The effective back pressure is the pressure behind the bow shock
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in front of the injectorjet. Thispressurewascalculatedby Kraus1°basedonthemethod

of Mayset al.5by taking80%of thepressureonthesurfaceof aconewith a semivertex

(apexhalf) angleof 30° in a Mach2 flow. Theeffectivebackpressurewasfoundto be

237kPa(34psi) givenamainflow pressureof 105.5kPa(15.3psi). Eventhoughthe

pitchanglein thepresentexperimentis 25° andnot30°, thetotal angleof thejet relative

to theductaxisvariesfrom 25° to 33°. Furthermore,in practice,thepressurevaries

aroundthecircumferenceof thejet atthenozzleexit, sotheconceptof aneffectiveback

pressureis anapproximationonly.

Thetestconditionswereestablishedby a seriesof calculationswhichassumed

isentropic,quasi-l-D flow of acaloricallyperfectgas. Theinjectorplenumpressureand

theinjectornozzleexit-to-throatarearatio areknown. Theinjectornozzleexit conditions

areneeded.For thenonswirlingcases,theMachnumbercanbecalculatedfrom the area

ratioby

7+1

)--; - 1+ M2 (2.3)

Given the Mach number, the pressure and the temperature of the injector jet is given from

the total pressure and temperature by

,/

( /",/- 1 (2.4)P__.z_,= I+__M 2 -_1
p 2

L_- 1+ V-----_l M 2 (2.5)
T 2

respectively. With these quantities, the speed of sound and the fluid velocity are

a = ,qI-yRT (2.6)

u = Ma (2.7)
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Thenthedensitycanalsobefoundby

O- p (2.8)
RT

Finally, the mass flow rate is given by

rh = puA (2.9)

These calculations are based on the assumptions of steady, isentropic, quasi-1-D flow in

the nozzle. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 2-2.

The above equations, applied to the main duct flow (Table 2-1), were used to

calculate quantities that were used to normalize the injector nozzle quantities as in Table

2-2. The main flow velocity u= is used to nondimensionalize the jet velocity uj. The

mass flow rates of the main flow rh and the jet mass flow rate rhj are also shown.

For the swirling cases, the method described by Levey 9, which accounts for the

added tangential velocity component, was used to calculate the injector nozzle exit

conditions. This method, as with the nonswirl case, assumes the flow to be steady,

isentropic, irrotational, and quasi-1-D (negligible radial velocity component).

Additionally, it assumes axisymmetric flow with a line vortex singularity along the axis

of the nozzle. Thus the axial velocity component is assumed to be constant at any given

streamwise position, whereas the tangential component varies in proportion to 1/r (r is

the radial position). Equations are derived using conservation of mass and a throat

(minimum area) condition. Closure is achieved by equating nozzle mass flow to mass

flow through the tangential injection holes into the swirl chamber. The method, which

involves some numerical integration, can be used to obtain nozzle and exit axial Mach

numbers, and vortex circulation, given specified nozzle throat and exit areas, and

tangential injection holes total area and radius. The static pressure and temperature can
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befoundby theisentropicrelationshipsgivenin Equations(2.4)and(2.5),respectively.

Theresultsof thesecalculationsarealsoshownin Table2-2.
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3.0 INSTRUMENTATION

3.1 Pressure and Temperature Measurements

All pressures were measured using strain gage type pressure transducers of

various manufacture, including Bell & Howell Company, Teledyne Taber, Dynisco and

MB Electronics. The pressure transducers varied in range from 0-34.5 kPa (0-5 psia) to

0-6900 kPa (0-1000 psia). Pressure transducer calibrations were checked before the

experiment. Two pressures were applied to each transducer, a typical operating pressure

and atmospheric pressure using a Druck DPI-605 pressure calibration reference. Pressure

transducer readings were then acquired through the data acquisition system and the

calibration slopes and offsets used by the system were modified to give the correct

readings. After the experiment, these calibrations were checked again in the same

manner. The change in readings from before the experiment was no greater than 0.3%.

To record the pressures along the walls of the duct, the duct walls were fitted with

1.0 mm (0.04 inch) I.D. static pressure taps as shown on Figure 2-3. These taps were

connected via 0.015 inch Tygon tubing to a Pressure Systems, Inc. model ESP-32

electronic pressure scanner and model 780B Controller. This system was controlled with

a PC using a BASIC program. The pressures could be read at the rate and duration

specified by the user.

All temperatures were measured using T type thermocouples. Each thermocouple

was connected to an Omega-CJ cold junction compensator as an ice point reference. The

bias error inherent in the thermocouple wires was 1°C over the range measured in this

experiment.is The cold junction compensators were 0.5°C accurate over the range of

15°C to 35°C.
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3.2 Flow Field Survey Apparatus

To take measurements in the flow field, four probes were mounted on a rake

which was moved over the exit plane of the duct (Figure 3-1). The four probes were a

cone static pressure probe, a stagnation temperature probe, a pitot probe, and a gas

sampling probe. The data collected from these probes were used to calculate Mach

number, static pressure, static temperature, composition, and density of the flow. These

calculations are discussed in Section 3.6.

The rake was mounted to a traverse system which could move the rake in the z-

and y-directions. Two stepper motor driven linear actuators, one for each direction, were

used to sweep the rake. The rake was moved in the z-direction by a Compumotor Plus

stepper motor/slide system and in the y-direction by a Klinger Model CD4 stepper

motor/slide system. Both of these were controlled by a LabView program (discussed

below). 17 This traverse assembly was mounted directly to the side of the duct. The

traverse was set up such that the motion of the probes in the y-z plane was parallel to the

exit plane of the duct to within 0.13 mm (0.005 inch) (maximum to minimum height).

Pitot probe tip height above the exit plane of the duct varied from case to case (see Table

2-4). Motion in the z-direction was parallel to the duct side wall to within 0.13 mm

(0.005 inch). Shims were used to ensure these alignment accuracies.

The cone static probe consisted of a cone tip of 10 ° nominal semivertex angle

with four 0.25 mm (0.010 inch) holes drilled normal to the cone surface 4.06 mm (0.160

inch) from the tip (Figure 3-2a). 11 The determination of the actual and effective cone

probe angle is discussed in Appendix A. The four holes which led to a common chamber
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werelocated90° apartaroundthecone.Theprobewasconnectedto thetransducerby

1.5m of 1.6mm I.D. stainlesssteeltubing. This typeof probeis sensitiveto

misalignment;pressuresensedis expectedto fall by about5% ataprobemisalignmentof

10°. Turbulentflow is expectedto actlike afluctuatingmisalignmentandin turbulent

flow theprobeshouldreadlow by asmuchasthesame5%.19

To measuretheflow stagnationtemperature, atypeT orcopper-constantan

thermocouplewasused(Figure3-2b).11Theactualdeviceusedwasafast-response

thermalprobe,Model300-D-050-07-T,from thePaulBeckmanCompany.It consisted

of miniaturethermocouplejunctionatthetip of an0.20mm (0.008inch) diameter

needle.Thisneedlewasinsertedintoaradiationshieldwith a0.76mm (0.030inch) I.D.

tip andtwo 0.30mm (0.012inch)holesdrilled onoppositesidesof theprobeneedle.

This typeof temperatureprobewasshownby Cutler andJohnson19to readtotal absolute

temperatureabout0.7%low, whichwasconsideredacceptablewithout further

calibration.

Thepitot probe was similar in design to Carty's high resolution probe (Figure 3-

2c). 2° It also used the tip of a hypodermic needle but with a 0.36 mm (0.014 inch) I.D.

and a 0.64 mm (0.025 inch) O.D. The larger tip diameter was used to decrease the

response time. This tip was brazed on to the same tapered 2.5 mm (0.10 inch) O.D. probe

cone used by Carty. The probe was connected to its transducer by 0.6 m of standard 1.59

mm (1/16 inch) stainless steel tubing with I.D. of 1.0 mm (0.04 inch). This type of probe

is relatively insensitive to misalignment, errors being less than 1% for a probe

misalignment of up to 10 °. Errors in pitot pressure due to turbulent flow were probably

less than 1%. 19
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Thegas sampling probe was the same one used by Johnson.ll The probe tip had

a 0.76 mm (0.030 inch) I.D. which diverges conically to 2.29 mm (0.090 inch) (Figure 3-

2d). All tubing following this point was at least 2.29 into I.D. to keep the flow inside the

tubing from becoming choked. For this unchoked condition, a normal shock stands in the

diverging passage (is "swallowed") and the entire gas sample then flows to the gas

composition analyzing system subsonically. If the flow were choked somewhere

downstream of the probe, then the mass flow would be restricted allowing less gas in

through the probe tip and causing a normal shock to form in the flow ahead of it. In this

case, the lighter component of the gas mixture would be expected to preferentially pass

around the probe and the sensor to detect a lower concentration of the lighter

component. 21 Swallowing of the bow shock in a Mach 2 flow was shown by Johnson

using schlieren flow visualization. 11 The sensitivity of this type of probe to misalignment

of 15 ° or less is small as shown by Ninneman and Ng. 22

3.3 Gas Composition Analyzer

In order to determine the efficiency of mixing, the mole fraction of helium in the

flow was measured. Johnson described a gas composition analyzing device using hot

film anemometry to determine the composition of a binary gas mixture.11 This device

with improved design was rebuilt for the current study and its schematic can be seen in

Figure 3-3.

The heart of this gas composition analyzer is the hot film anemometer. For a

binary gas mixture, the voltage of a hot film is a function of velocity, pressure,

temperature, and the mass fraction of one component of the mixture, or
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E =fn(U,p,T,c) (3.1)

To determine the gas composition of the binary mixture, E, U, p, and T must be known.

With the sonic orifice (Figure 3-3) downstream of the hot film sensor, the Mach number

at the sensor becomes a weak function of the gas composition c. The velocity U then

becomes

U =fn(p,T,c) (3.2)

which gives

E =fn(p,T,c) (3.3)

Then by setting p and T to fixed values, gas composition is a function of hot film voltage

only.

The gas sample enters the probe tip and then flows through approximately one

meter of 3.25 mm (0.128 inch) I.D. copper tubing before it arrives at the analyzer system.

After passing through a bulkhead fitting, the sample passes through 1.8 meters of the

same size copper tubing which is submerged in an insulated ice bath to maintain the

temperature at approximately 0°C. The actual temperature of the flow in the ice bath was

measured to be 0.0+I.0°C which is within the uncertainty of the type-T thermocouple

used. The sample then passes into a fitting with 7.49 mm (0.295 inch) I.D. which leads to

a tube of the same I.D. discharging to atmosphere. The diameter of this tube is

considerably larger than that used by Johnson in order to ensure the pressure at the bleed

point, and thus the hot film sensor, was close to atmospheric. This pressure was actually

measured to vary less than 0.7 kPa (0.1 psi) from the daily atmospheric pressure. From

this fitting, a small amount of the gas sample is pulled by a vacuum pump into a 254 mm

(10 inch) long straight steel tube with 2.29 mm (0.090 inch) I.D. The long tube is used to
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ensuretheflow is fully developed.

film sensor.

sensor.

At theend,theflow passesoveraDantec55R01hot

A sonicorifice wasusedto constrainthe sampleflow's velocity overthe

An earlierdesignof thegassampleanalyzerincludedathermocoupleupstream

andonedownstreamof thebleedpointleadingto thehot film probe. During testingof

theapparatus,thetemperatureof thetwo thermocouplesdid notdeviatefrom 0°C. This

indicatedthatno atmospherewasseepinginto the largeexhausttube. Therefore,one

thermocouplewasremovedto simplify theanalyzerandthedataacquisitionsystem.

Theamountof gasenteringtheprobewascalculatedfrom theprobetip area

assumingtypical flow conditionsof T,,_ = 298.15K, p_ = lO1.3kPa, M = 1.8, and gas

composition of either pure air or He/Oz. The mass flow rate of the gas passing over the

hot film sensor was calculated from the sonic orifice area assuming isentropic flow

between the bleed point (at 1 atmosphere) and the orifice. The ratio of these quantities is

then taken to get fraction of the total gas sample mass flow which passes over the hot

film. Under these conditions, the fraction of the total gas sample mass flow which passes

over the hot film is 0.13 for pure air and 0.11 for pure He/Oz.

The mass flow rate of gas entering the probe tip was calculated using

rh = pu. A (3.4)

where A here is the area of the probe tip through which the sample enters, and

pu = p u + p'u" (3.5)

The gas analyzer system gives the mass flux weighted time average of mass fraction of

He/Oz in the sample, ?". In terms of the flow quantities,
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mean He / 02 mass flowrate into analyzer
_'=

mean total mass flowrate into analyzer

puc. A
"_=_

pu. A

where c is the instantaneous mass fraction of He/O2 in the flow. Then

_ Ouc_ Ouc +__(Ou)'c'
pu pu

(p.)'c'_
pu

where c is the mean mass fraction of He/O2 in the flow

c-llc.dt (lim "c---_oo)
0

The gas analyzer was calibrated in terms of mole fraction of He/O2 mixture Z; mass

fraction can be found from

Z" MWHe/O2
C=

x  r VHe,O2+(1-X) rW 

where

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.1o)

MWHe/O 2 = 0.95MWHe -t- 0.05MWo2 (3.11)

These derivations can be seen in more detail in Cutler and Johnson. 19

The hot film sensor was connected to DISA Type 55M10 constant temperature

anemometer bridge. The overheat ratio is the ratio of the hot film resistance at operating

temperature to its resistance at ambient temperature. Previously, the overheat ratio was

set to 1.7.19 For the current work, an overheat ratio of 1.56 was used to maintain the

maximum bridge voltage within the 10.0 volt limit of the data acquisition system.
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Thegasanalyzerwascalibratedby passingmixturesof He/O2 and air of known

He/O2 mole fraction through it. The mixtures were formed by combining flows of pure

He/O2 and pure air at a T-junction at which was located a small plenum packed with glass

beads to ensure mixing. A Tylan General RO-28 flow meter controller with four FC-280

flow meters, calibrated for 02, CH4, Ar and H2 gases, was used. The 02 flow meter was

used to control and read the flow rate of air and the H2 flow meter was used for He/O2.

Since for both flow meters a different gas was being used than its calibration gas, the

flow rates were corrected for their respective gases using correction factors Cf given by

the manufacturer. For example, to convert a flow rate of 30 SLPM (standard liters per

minute) of air through the 02 flow meter, the correction factor for 02 to N2 (Cfo2) and for

air to N2 (Cfai_) are needed. (Tylan General used N2 as the reference gas for correction

calculations.) The correction factor for 02 to air would then be

Cf o 2 0.99
- - - 0.99 (3.12)

Cf o 2 ah. Cf a. 1.00

The flow rate of air through the 02 flOW meter is obtained by multiplying the indicated

flow rate by Cfo 2 ,a.. The process for He/O2 through the H2 flow meter was the same

except there was no published correction factor for helium with 5% oxygen mixture. The

correction factors for the various gasses for which Tylan General provides data were

correlated with 7, as shown in Figure 3.4. Appendix B describes the procedure used to

compute the Cffor an unknown gas, namely He/O2. The equation for Cfas a function of

7 from this discussion is given as

Cf = 3.5. (3.13)
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Usingthefollowing equation,y wascalculatedfor He/O2:

J_He

__ Cp

_}/He / O 2 --

C v

XHe

/ I °2/_He q- (1 -- _He

_He -- 1 _O 2 -- 1

+ (1 - ZHe
_He --1 J _O2 --1

(3.14)

where J_He ---- 0.95 in the He/Q2 mixture. The Cfwas found to be 1.390 at y = 1.644. Due

to an analysis error made by the He/O2 gas supplier which was discovered midway

through the investigation, Cfwas calculated for a helium with 5.2% oxygen mixture. The

difference in Cffor 5.0% and 5.2% oxygen was less than 0.08%, which is far less than

any other error, so this error was ignored.

In order to ensure their consistency, the two flow meters used, O2 and H2 meters,

were connected in series and air flowed through them. One was used to control the flow

rate while the other was set to wide open and used to read the flow rate. Then the first

was set to wide open to read the flow rate and the other was used to control the flow rate.

The volumetric flow rates were varied up to 30 SLPM and the readings of the two flow

meters were corrected to air and compared to each other. On the basis of these

comparisons, small corrections were implemented on the flow meter calibrations and the

resulting flow rate measurements were believed to be accurate within +0.5% of full scale

(30 SLPM).

To calibrate the gas analyzer system, the He/Q2 concentration in the gas mixture

was varied while reading the voltage output of the anemometer bridge. The He/O2 mole

fractions were stepped by 0.1 from 0.0 to 1.0 and then from 1.0 to 0.0 while maintaining

the total flow rate at a nominally constant rate of 30 SLPM for all readings. During the

calibration, the system was allowed to settle for 30-45 seconds before a reading was
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taken. After the22pointsweretaken,thedatawereleastsquaresfit to afourthorder

polynomialto deriveacalibrationequation.A typical calibrationcurveis shownin

Figure3-5alongwith its calibrationequation,convertingvoltageto He/O2molefraction.

Theuncertaintyin He/O2molefraction, assumingthattheuncertaintyin the

individualvolumetricflow ratesareboth +0.5% of full scale (30 SLPM), is given by

= 2+z 2×0.005 (3.15)

Thus 6Z _ 0.005 for all points in the calibration.

The calibrations on the gas analyzer tended to drift slightly; the gas analyzer had

to be calibrated frequently. The calibrations were monitored by checking the calibration

before and after each survey of the duct flow. The connection to the gas analyzer system

could easily be changed from the gas sampling probe to the calibration flow source by

simply changing a tube fitting. Immediately before a survey, the flow meters were set for

He/O2 mole fraction ZHe equal to 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 and data acquisition system readings

were recorded. If the readings were off by more than 0.2% full scale, then the calibration

was deemed invalid and the hot film was calibrated again. If the calibration was off for

the check after the survey, then the hot film was calibrated again and the new calibration

was used in the data reduction. Generally, the errors due to this drift were below 0.2-

0.4%. The total uncertainty is then

_Z=_/(0.5%)2+(0.4%)2=0.64% or +0.006-+0.007. (3.16)

3.4 Data Acquisition System

Each run or survey consisted of the probes making a number of sweeps over the

end of the duct for a given case. During each survey, the translation stage motion was
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controlledusingLabView, aprogrammingenvironmentfrom NationalInstruments.The

LabView dataacquisitionprogramwassetup to initialize thetranslationstage,thentake

initial zero-flowconditiondatabeforeoperationof theTJF,andthenuponpressurizing

theplenumtheprogramtook measurementsastheprobessweptacrosstheflow.

A schematicof thedataacquisitionsystemis shownin Figure3-6. All pressure

transducersandthermocoupleswereconnectedto their ownNeff Model 122-123DC

Amplifier for signalconditioning.Theoutputsof theNeff wereconnectedto aNational

Instruments(NI) AMUX-64T multiplexerandaPCwith anNI AT-MIO-16E-10analog-

to-digital converter.EachNeff wassetto againof 100andto filter outsignalsabove

100Hz. Within theLabView programthesignalswererescaledby 1/100. TheLabView

dataacquisitionprogramreadall voltages,performeddatareduction(convertedthe

voltagesto theproperphysicalquantities),andwrotethedatato disk. At eachrake

positionduringa sweep,therakewouldpausefor 0.3secondto allow for timeresponse

of theprobes. After thepause,theprogramreadall channels500timesat2500Hz, then

averagedthereadingsfor eachchannel.At theendof asweep,theprogramsavedthe

data,thenmovedtherake0.25inch in they-directionandbeganthenext sweep.After

the lastsweep,theprogramreturnedtheraketo its initial positionandthenwrote thedata

for all sweepsto disk.

3.5 ProbeResponseTime

To determinethepauseprior to dataacquisitionateachstepin asweep,the

responsetimeof theprobeswasneeded.Theresponsetime for thetemperatureprobe

wascloseto instantaneousbecausethethermocouplewasdirectly in theflow. The
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responsetimesof thepitot andgassamplingprobesweredeterminedusingthecoaxialjet

modeldesignedby Carty.2° For thepitot probe,only thecenterjetwasoperated,using

air, andfor thegassamplingprobebothcenterjet(with He/O2gas)andcoflow (air) were

operated.

Thepitot probewassetup 0.005inch abovetheexit of thecenterjet nozzle

outsideof theflow. Thedataacquisitionsystemwassetto recordpitot pressureatarate

of 1000Hz for 10seconds.After startingtheflow, dataacquisitionwasstartedandthe

probewastraversedinto thejet flow at upto 600m/s (2000ft/sec)for 19.1mm (0.75

inch). Thevariationof pitotpressurewith timeduringthis experimentis shownin Figure

3-7, from whichtheproberesponsetime wasfoundto be0.22second.Theresponsetime

for theconepressureprobewasnotmeasuredbut assumedto besmallerthanthat of the

pitot probedueto its largerorifice area.

Theresponsetime of thegasanalyzersystemisthetotal of thetime it takesfor a

changein samplegascompositionattheprobetip to befirst sensedby thehot film sensor

plusthetime for thehot film to equilibriate. To determinethetimeto equilibriate,the

gassamplingprobewassetup0.127mm (0.005inch) overtheexit of thecenterjet and

in thecoflow. Thedataacquisitionsystemandtheprobetraverseweresetto thesame

ratesanddatawastakenthe samewayaswith thepitot probe. Thetimeto equilibriate

wasmeasuredat0.15second(Figure3-8). Thetime for achangein samplegas

compositionattheprobetip to befirst sensedby thehot film sensorwascalculated.The

massflow rateenteringtheprobetip was

/_h = pu • npmbeti p (3.17)

This was converted to a volumetric flow rate at 1 atm and 0°C. The time t was found by
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Vprobe tip to T VT to hot film

t - _ (3.18)

PplobetipPhotf o

where Vpl_betiptoT is the volume inside the tubing from the probe tip to the T-fitting,

Vrtohotfm n is the volume inside the tubing from the T-fitting to the hot film sensor, l)vrobet_p

is the volume flow rate through the probe tip and l)hotfmn is the volume flow rate over the

hot film sensor. The typical flow conditions that were used in the calculation were

T,_ = 298.15K, p_ = lO1.3kPa, M = 1.8, composition either pure air or He/O2. For pure

air the calculated time was 0.19 second, and for He/O2 it was 0.073 second. Then the

maximum response time for the gas sampling probe, the calculated time plus time to

equilibriate, was 0.34 second.

3.6 Probe Data Reduction and Analysis

The raw survey probe data included cone-static pressure Pc, total temperature Tt,

pitot pressure Ppit, and He/O2 mole fraction Z. These data can be converted to more

useful values of the flow such as Mach number M, static pressure p, total pressure Pt.

Useful characteristics about each case can also be calculated, such as center of the fuel

plume in the duct, maximum fuel concentration and mixing efficiency. The following

describes the equations used for reducing the raw data.

Since the ratio of specific heats y is needed to calculate most other quantities, it is

considered first. From the measured Z and
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(3.19)

y for the flow is found. Now the quantities M, p, Pt can be calculated. The Rayleigh pitot

tube formula relates P/Ppi, to M and y. This formula assumes a normal shock in front of

the pitot probe tip and is given by

Ppi, _y+l y+l
(3.20)

From a numerical solution of the Taylor-McColl problem, a table of values for

P_ = fn(M,y) (3.21)
P

was constructed for the effective cone angle. 23 The effective cone angle of the probe tip

was determined in conjunction with nozzle exit plane surveys, as described in Appendix

A. Reynolds number effects were incorporated into the effective cone angle. With

Equations 3.20 and 3.21 and the table, M and p could be calculated in an iterative manner

given Pc and pp,. Once M and p were calculated, pt is given by

P___z_,= I+Y-IM 2 7-1

p 2
(3.22)

The mass fraction of He/O2 in the flow can be calculated using Equation 3.10. Similarly,

the gas constant R is given by

R=

z'M%,o +O-Z)' aiF
(3.23)

The mass flux pu can be found by
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9u = pM _-_T (3.24)

All calculations assume a calorically perfect gas (% c, constant).

Three integral quantities of interest, the fuel simulant mass flow rate, the mixing

efficiency and the fuel plume center of mass, can be found by integrating the probe data

over the survey area. Integrations were performed simply by multiplying each data point

value of the quantity being integrated by AyAz (the product of the grid spacing in the y

and z directions) and then summing over all data points. The fuel simulant mass flow

rate rhj,p,.obe was calculated from

= I puc dA (3.25)rh j,p,,obe
A

This quantity can be compared with the mass flow rate determined using the calibration

of the injector plus pressure measured at the injector plenum, and with the mass flow rate

calculated assuming isentropic quasi-1-D flow in the nozzles, as a check of our

experimental techniques. The ratios of these mass flow rates normalized to the injector

nozzle calibration mass flow rates for the ten cases are shown in Figure 3-9. This plot

shows the uncertainty in conservation of mass for this experiment (+2.5% to -7.5%).

One cause for this uncertainty is the relatively sparse grid spacing. Other causes include

errors in 9, u, and c (particularly in 9 and u which are not directly measured but are

derived quantities based on pitot, cone and gas sampling probe results).

A quantifiable measure of the penetration of the fuel plume into the main flow is

given by the location of the center of mass in a cross-section (y-z plane) of the flow

y .... _ fA pucy dA (3.26a)

mj,probe
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IAPUCZ dA
z .... - (3.26b)

m j,probe

In a non-reacting simulation of a supersonic combustor, it is useful to know the mixing

efficiency of the injection process. This gives an idea of how well the fuel would burn in

an actual scramjet combustor in the same pressure field. The mixing efficiency 77is the

total mass flow rate of fuel which would react assuming steady, isentropic, quasi-1-D

flow divided by the total mass flow rate of fuel. This is also given as

(3.27)

Z is the local injectant mass fraction which would react if the injectant were H2 assuming

all H2 or 02 is consumed in combustion, producing HzO. In other words,

Z = c if c < f (H2 lean - all H2 consumed)

z =0-c)1@ if c > f (02 lean - all 02 consumed)

wherefis the stoichiometric mass fraction of hydrogen in air and hydrogen mixture for

complete reaction of all H2 and 02 -'-> H2O, i.e.

= 0.02833 19
-- mH2 " stoich.

mH2 -'}- m ai r

Uncertainty in 1"1,61"1,assuming the uncertainties in the numerator and

denominator of Equation 3.27 are uncorrected, can be written as follows.

(3.28)
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Assumingfirst andsecondtermsareroughlyequal,andbasedontheresultsof Figure3-

9, thisgives

&/= +0.05. _ (3.29)
7/

In fact, it is likely that errors in the numerator and denominator of 3.27, due to errors in 9,

u, and c or the integration procedure, are highly correlated. That is, if the numerator in,

say, 5% high, then the denominator is also N5% high. If perfectly correlated, then

fir/ 0. For the current purposes, we shall assume that
7/

fr/7:+0.05 (3.30)
7/

The eqivalence ratio qb is the ratio of the mass flow rate of H2 with the mass flow

rate of H2 to completely burn all air with no excess. This relates tof such that

qb - mn2 (3.31)

This results in values for equivalence ratio of qb = 0.3478 for the swirling jet and qb =

0.3487 for the nonswirling jet.

3.7 Operating Procedure

Ten cases were investigated in this study, varying swirl, skew angle, duct

configuration (duct wall offset or not), and ramp configuration. For each case, three fuel

simulant setups were used, He/O2 injection, air injection and no injection. Table 3-1

shows the ten cases that were examined and their configurations. (Note that the

nomenclature used in Table 3-1 will be used throughout this paper to add consistency to
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thisdiscussion.)It alsoshowsnominallocationsof theprobesurveysthatwere

conductedfor eachcase.Not all of availablelocationsweresurveyedfor eachcaseto

conservetheexpensiveHe/Oz.

The procedure for setting up and running each test included assembly of the duct,

calibration of the gas sampling probe, alignment of the probes over the duct, operation of

the tunnel and data acquisition. Not all of these steps were taken for all test cases, an

example being that for cases where the duct was already assembled to the height of the

test, the duct assembly step was unnecessary. The gas sampling probe calibration

procedure was described in Section 3.3.

Due to the number of cases surveyed, repeated rebuilding of the duct model was

required. Therefore, to ensure the flow integrity inside the duct, procedures were

established so that the rebuilding was done repeatably. The duct was installed to the exit

of the Mach 2 nozzle such that the interior walls lined up with the interior surfaces of the

nozzle. The duct walls were assembled using clamps to make sure each wall joint was

tight and flush. A down-force was applied to the top of the duct with a soft mallet or a

screw jack to ensure that no gaps remained in the wall joints. Aluminum tape was used

to seal potential gaps in the side wall joints. Gasket material was inserted into the "z"

shaped joints of the end wall plates. For each breakdown and assembly of the duct, the

wall plates were assembled in this manner. The reliability of these procedures was tested

using wall static pressure taps. These tests are discussed later and their results are

discussed in Appendix C.

After the duct was assembled the probe traverse system was aligned. Shims were

used to align the probes in the x-z plane and the y-z plane. Play in the mounting holes
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allowedfor adjustmentin thex-y plane and adjustment of the height of the probes above

the exit plane of the nozzle. The height of the pitot probe was measured over the four

corners of the exit plane of the duct to check these planar adjustments. The cone static

probe was then aligned manually to the inside corner of the nozzle exit. The stepper

motors were turned on and the probes were moved to their initial survey position by the

stepper motor controller subroutine on the PC.

Once the facility and the instrumentation hardware were set up, the survey was

taken. All pressure transducers were zeroed to the current atmospheric pressure by

adjusting the Neff signal conditioners. Table 3-2 shows the grid spacing along with the

probe height above duct exit plane for all cases. In general, three surveys were conducted

for each case, one each with air, He/O2 and no injection. For the He/O2 injection survey,

the gas analyzer was calibrated immediately before the survey. The air supply was

established and the plenum pressure was increased to the operating conditions. When the

pressure became steady at 794 kPa, the injector pressure was increased to operating

pressure 4275 kPa. When both pressures became steady, the program was started to run

the survey. After the program indicated the last sweep was completed, both air flows

were shut down. At the end of the survey, the probe position was checked to ensure

proper operation of the stepper motors.

After the flush wall survey runs (NO, N25, SO, $25, S-25), the wall pressure

measurement tests were performed. As explained earlier and in Appendix C, these tests

helped determine the repeatability of the duct assembly procedure. The ESP system

described in Section 3.1 was used to measure the wall static pressures. These tests were

performed for the air injection cases without swirl at 0 ° skew (NO) and with swirl at 25 °
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skew($25). Theductwasbuilt up to 228.6,177.8,127.076.2mm in lengthfor these

tests.Thesamemethodof buildingup theductasmentionedearlier. For theremaining

cases($25X,NOS,N25R,$25R,S-25R)atthe228.6mm ductlength,theESPsystem

wasusedto takewall pressurereadingsduring thesurveys.
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4.0 RESULTS

4.1 Probe Survey Data

Probe surveys were acquired as indicated in Table 3-1. These include, for each

case, surveys for air injection and for He/O: injection. In some cases (those surveyed

towards the end of the test series) surveys were also acquired without injection. As

discussed previously, gas composition, pitot, total temperature, and cone-static pressure

probes were utilized. After data reduction, these yielded such quantities as velocity,

density, etc. Because of the large amount of data generated, only data sufficient to

address the objectives of this thesis will be presented. These include the gas composition

and pitot surveys, and the integral quantities such as plume center of mass, mixing

efficiency, and peak He/O: mole fractions. These data, taken together, allow comparison

of the relative penetration and mixing performance of the various geometries. In addition

to the probe surveys, wall static pressure distributions were acquired for most of the cases

as discussed in Section 3.7. These are not presented, except that comparisons for various

buildup heights are presented in Appendix C in order to establish the repeatability of the

flow within the duct as a function of buildup height. All pressures and temperatures are

referenced to plenum total pressures and temperatures (Pt,_ and Tt_ respectively). All

lengths are referenced to the duct height h = 38.61mm. The following is a case by case

examination of the He/O: injection cases.

4.2 Flush Wall Cases

As discussed previously, the first part of this work was to determine whether swirl

or skew enhances the mixing of a supersonic jet from a flat surface into a supersonic
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airstream,or forms avortex (asinferredfrom largescalemotionsof the injectant-air

plume). All caseswereat equalinjectantmassflow rateandtotalpressure.

4.2.1 Flush Wall, Nonswirl (N0,N25)

The data for the flush wall, nonswirling jet cases, NO and N25, are shown in

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 respectively. For the 0 ° skew case (NO), the He/O2 mole fractions at

x/h = 0.658, 3.289 and 5.921 from the injector exit are shown in Figure 4-1(a). For

clarity, a close-up of the He/O2 mole fraction survey at the x/h = 0.658 location is shown

in Figure 4-1(c). The mole fraction contours (labeled mole f) form a horseshoe shape

close to the injector (x/h = 0.658). Farther downstream, the contours become more

circular in shape as the plume lifts off the wall. The NO case pitot pressures (labeled

ppt/pp) normalized to the plenum total pressure at the same three locations are shown in

Figure 4-1(b). For clarity, a close-up of the pitot pressure survey at the x/h = 0.658

location is shown in Figure 4-1(d). For this case, the maximum pitot pressure in the jet

was 1.539 and the minimum was 0.364. The high pitot pressure region occurs (at x/h =

0.658) because the He/O2 jet has a higher total pressure than the surrounding air stream.

The low pitot pressure region occurs (at x/h = 0.658) because air expands around the back

of the jet and the Mach number is very high, hence the pitot pressure is very low. In

addition (and this is particularly the case at the two downstream locations), boundary

layer fluid (of low Pt) is entrained (due to vortex action) up between the vortices in the jet

plume. For the 25 ° skew case (N25), the He/O2 mole fractions at x/h = 3.289 from the

injector exit are shown in Figure 4-2(a) and the pitot pressures are shown in Figure 4-
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2(b). Thesetwo plotsshowsimilarflow characteristicsastheNOcasewith theexception

of a lackof left-right symmetry.

Thefollowing explanation,asillustratedin Figure4.3,is offeredfor theobserved

results.Distributedstreamwisevorticity is generatedin theair aroundthejet asaresult

of thecurvedbow shock(andconsequententropygradients).AppendixD describesbow

shock]vorticitygenerationin moredetail. Vortex sheetsarealsoformedatthejet/air

interface.Figure4-3(a)showsthesefeaturesatthepoint of injection. Vorticity is known

to beconservedasit convectsdownstream,exceptthat it maydiffuseby viscous

processes,or thatvorticity of eithersign(positiveornegative)maybegenerated.Also,

longitudinalvortices,suchasthosecreatedby aircraftwings,areknownto persistfor a

largestreamwisedistance,oncegenerated.Vorticity interactioncanbeusedto explain

thedownstreamdevelopmentof thejet andplume. FortheNO(0° skewwithout swirl)

case,thevortexsheetsonbothsidesof thejet roll up into avortexpair, combiningwith

theair in the surroundingairstreamwhichcontainsdistributedvorticity (Figure4-3(b)).

This formsaplumewith anembeddedvortexpair (Figure4-3(c)). It is well knownthat

this typeof counterrotatingvortexpairis producedfrom apitchedwall jet injectedintoa

crossflowasobservedby KrausandCutler,2RigginsandMcClinton16andZhangand

Collins 24. For the N25 (25 ° skew) case, the situation is probably very similar with the

exception of the strength and location of the distributed vorticity and the lack of left-fight

symmetry.
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4.2.2 Flush Wall, Swirl (SO, $25, S-25)

The data for the flush wall, swirling jet cases, SO, $25 and S-25, are shown in

Figures 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6 respectively. For the 0 ° skew case (SO), the He/O2 mole

fractions at the x/h = 3.289 and 5.921 locations are shown in Figure 4-4(a). The mole

fraction contours show a plume which, for the most part, remains attached to the injection

wall. The plume also moves to the right (positive z) and away from the wall. The pitot

pressures for the SO case are shown in Figure 4-4(b). The pitot pressure contours are

similar to those for the nonswirling cases in that they also show entrainment of lower

pressure boundary layer fluid away from the wall. However, in these swirl cases, the

lower pressure region moves to the right as it moves away from the wall. Figure 4-5(a)

shows the He/O2 mole fractions at the x/h = 0.658, 3.289 and 5.921 locations for the 25 °

skew case ($25). For clarity, a close-up of the He/O2 mole fraction survey at the x/h =

0.658 location is shown in Figure 4-5(c). These mole fraction contours are similar to

those of SO except they are broader in the y-direction and slightly farther to the right. The

contours are also not as closely attached to the injector wall as they are in SO. At the x/h

= 0.658 location, the main concentration of He/O2 is attached to the wall at the left. The

pitot pressure contours, shown in Figure 4-5(b), also have a broader shape than those of

SO but still have the asymmetrical shape at the x/h = 0.658, 3.289 and 5.921 locations.

The low pressure boundary layer entrainment region is farther to the right than that of the

SO case. For clarity, a close-up of the pitot pressure survey at the x/h = 0.658 location is

shown in Figure 4-5(d). At the x/h = 0.658 location, a high pressure region resides near

the wall with a low pressure region on its right, also near the wall. Another low pressure

region, not as low, also resides next to the high pressure area on the side opposite the
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wall. For the-25° skewcase(S-25),theHe/Q2 mole fractions at the x/h = 3.289 location

are shown in Figure 4-6(a). The mole fraction contours have a similar shape as those of

the SO case except the plume is more closely attached to the wall. The pitot pressure

contours, shown in Figure 4-6(b), have a similar shape to those of SO except the pressures

are lower and the contours are slightly farther to the left.

The following explanation, as illustrated in Figure 4-7, is offered for the observed

results for the swirling jet cases, and the differences as compared to the nonswirling

cases. Due to the presence of jet swirl with counterclockwise rotation, a dominant vortex

sheet of clockwise circulation is formed around the right-hand interface of the He]O2 jet

and the main air flow. This can be seen in Figure 4-7(a). This vortex sheet tends to roll

up in a clockwise sense, pulling jet fluid over it from left to fight as seen in Figure 4-7(b).

Farther downstream, an asymmetrically oriented vortex pair is formed from the roll-up of

the right hand vortex sheet and merger of the airstream distributed vorticity into right-

and left-hand vorticities (Figure 4-7(c)). An isolated counterclockwise vortex is probably

not formed as had been believed by Kraus et al. 1'2'10 as described in Chapter 1.

The effect of positive skew (i.e. skewed to the right in the figures) is to increase

the circulation in the vortex sheet at the jet-air interface, below and to the right side of the

jet, causing the jet to move more to the right in the near field. Skew also increases the

circulation of the distributed vorticity in the airstream to the right of the jet which may

have the effect farther downstream of lifting the plume farther from the surface.

Negative skew has the opposite effect.
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4.2.3 Offset Wall (S25X)

It washypothesizedthat,if injectionwith swirl (andskew)producedaninjectant-

air plumewith netcirculation(i.e., avortex), thenintroductionof a symmetryplane

closeto theplume(ontheup flow side)would resultin greaterpenetrationof theplume

into theairstreamthroughmutualinteractionof thevortexandits imagein theplane. In

apracticalcombustor,sucha symmetryplanewouldbeachievedwith apair of skewed,

swirlingjet injectors,with the oneinjectorhavingequalandoppositerotationandskew

to theother. In this experiment,a symmetryplanewasapproximatedby theoffsetwall.

Notehoweverthatthepreviouslydescribedresultsseemto suggestthata strong,

dominantvortex is notgeneratedby swirl, andthis is confirmedby theresultspresented

in this section.

Figure4-8 showsthepitot pressuresurveyof themainflow of theductwith the

offsetwall withoutinjectionat thex/h = 3.289 and 5.921 locations. This plot shows that

no major disturbances in the flow are created by the offset wall. The boundary layer on

the offset wall, however, is not as large as suggested by the plot. This is an artifact of the

greater grid spacing of data points in the z-direction (6.35mm) than in the y-direction

(3.81ram).

The He/O2 mole fractions of the flush wall case with swirl, 25 ° skew and offset

wall ($25X) at x/h = 3.289 and 5.921 from the injector exit are shown in Figure 4-9(a).

These plots show virtually the same He/O2 mole fraction contours compared with the

corresponding case without the offset wall, $25. The $25X case pitot pressures at the

same locations are shown in Figure 4-9(b). pitot pressures are also similar, except for

low pitot pressure areas in the comer at the side wall/offset wall intersection.
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4.2.4 Summary

Whencomparingthenonswirlingjet caseswith theswirlingjet cases,several

observationscanbemade.TheHe/O2molefractionsplotsfor the0° skewcases(NOin

Figure4-1(a)andSOin Figure4-4(a))haveonly asmalldifferencein plumesizeand

peakHe/O2concentration.Thesignificantdifferencebetweenthetwo is theshape.The

samecanbesaidof the skewedcases(N25in Figure4-2(a)and$25in Figure4-5(a)).

This indicateslittle, if any,advantagein mixing of the swirlingjet overthenonswirling

jet, with or without skew. Sincethestreamthrustcontributionof theswirlingjet is

slightly lessthanthat of thenonswirlingjet, thereappearsto benopracticaladvantagein

usinga swirlingjet overanonswirlingjet. For theswirling 25° skewcase($25)andthe

casewith theoffsetwall ($25X)theplumepenetrationandsizearethesame.If the

swirlingjet did produceaplumewith netcirculation,or adominantvortex,theplume

would move away from the injection wall due to the vortex's interaction with its virtual

image in the offset wall. The similarity of the $25X and the $25 surveys suggests that

the plume does not contain a dominant vortex.

4.3 Ramp Cases

As discussed previously, the second part of this work is a preliminary study to

investigate whether injection of a swirling jet from the base of a skewed ramp produces

significant mixing improvement, perhaps due to interactions with ramp induced vorticity.

The results are necessarily inconclusive, since comparisons with the baseline swept ramp

case were probably not at equal ramp drag.
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4.3.1 Swept Ramp, Nonswirl, No Skew (NOS)

The data for the swept ramp, nonswirling jet case, NOS, are shown in Figures 4-10

and 4-11. The pitot pressure contours with no injection are shown in Figure 4-10. This

plot shows a low pressure zone that moves away from the injection wall as it moves

farther downstream from the ramp. Similar to previous cases where the plume entrained

some boundary layer fluid, this low pressure zone also appears to be entraining boundary

layer fluid at the x/h = 3.289 location. With injection, the He/O2 mole fraction contours

in Figure 4-1 l(a) have a horseshoe shape that continues, to a lesser degree, to the x/h =

5.921 location. At the x/h = 5.921 mm location, the plume is detached from the injector

wall and is approaching the opposite wall. The pitot pressure contours with injection,

shown in Figure 4-1 l(b), are similar to those with no injection except that there are two

centers of lower pressure within the low pressure zone indicating a vortex pair.

The penetration of the injectant plume is the best of all the cases. This is

presumably due to the existence of a stronger vortex pair than the other cases. The ramp

alone acts as a vortex generator due to the separation of the boundary layer at the swept

corners, and the roll up of this feeding vortex sheet just downstream of these corners. By

comparison of the pitot pressure distributions with (Figure 4-1 l(b)) and without (Figure

4-10) injection, it may be inferred that fuel injection increases the vortex pair strength.

This is because, while the ramp angle to the wall surface is only 10 ° , the jet injection

angle is 25 ° , so the jet is not entirely obscured from the main flow by the ramp. Rather,

the jet generates vorticity in its own right, as discussed previously and shown in Figure 4-
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3. Thisvorticity combineswith thevorticesgeneratedby theramp,strengtheningthem

both.

4.3.2 SkewedRamp (N25R,$25R,S-25R)

Theskewedrampis expectedto generatea longitudinal,counterclockwise

rotating(asviewedin thefigures)streamwisevortexdueto separationof theboundary

layeratthedownstreamsweptcornerandtherollup of thefeedingvortexsheet. It may

alsocreatea secondcounterclockwiserotatingvortexdueto separationof theboundary

layeraheadof theupstreamsweptcorner. Thesecasesutilized theoffsetwall to provide

a symmetryplaneneartheramp. It wasbelievedthatthesetypesof rampsshouldbe

operatedin oppositelyorientedpairsto providegreaterpenetrationthroughmutualvortex

interaction.Theplot of pitot pressurefor thecasewithoutinjectionin Figure4-12 shows

significantdeficitsin thewakedownstreamof theramp,andattheoffsetwall (especially

towardsthebottom). Thesedeficitsprobablyhaveassociatedwith them

counterclockwiserotatingvorticity. (Notethatdatawithout injectionwasacquiredfor all

threeskewedrampcases.Theresultswerealmostidentical,indicatingthegeometric

repeatabilityof thesetup,evenfor themirror imagegeometryusedfor the-25 ° skewed

case. Therefore, only one plot is shown here.)

The trajectory of the He/O2 plume with injection depends strongly upon whether

or not the jet is swirled. Without swirl, with skew angle 25 ° (N25R) the plume, which is

shown in Figure 4-13(a), lies above the (vortical) wake downstream of the ramp. It

appears from the development between the x/h = 3.289 and 5.921 downstream locations

that the plume is being wrapped around and into the vortical region created by the ramp,
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leadingto stretchingof theHe/O2 plume (which it is conjectured will enhance mixing due

to increase of the plume/air interracial area). The pitot pressure distribution for this case,

shown in Figure 4-13(b), is similar to that of the case without injection, although the pitot

pressure deficit downstream of the ramp is a little greater, and the region of deficit

displaced a little farther from the injection wall.

With swirl and skewed 25 ° ($25R) the plume shown in Figure 4-14(a) appears to

be merged with the wake downstream of the ramps, and mixing and penetration are

consequently less at xlh = 5.921 than with no swirl (N25R). Similar results are obtained

with the ramp and jet skewed -25 ° (S-25R) as seen in Figure 4-15(a). In Figure 4-15(a),

the data have been reflected about z = 0 giving an impression of negative (clockwise)

swirl and +25 ° skew. Thus, the sense of rotation of the jet swirl seems to be unimportant.

The pitot pressure distributions for these cases (Figure 4-14(b) for $25R, Figure 4-15(b)

for S-25R) are similar to those without swirl, although at the xlh = 3.289 location the

wake of the ramp appears to be flatter in shape, and lies closer to the injection wall in the

S-25R case.

When comparing the pitot pressure surveys of the swept ramp case with the

skewed ramp cases, the pressures downstream of the skewed ramp were lower than those

of the swept ramp for both cases with and without injection. This suggests that the

skewed ramp produces more drag than the swept ramp. However, since no drag

measurements were take, this cannot be quantified. Since the skewed ramp cases did not

have better mixing than the swept ramp and the skewed ramp appeared to have higher

drag, the swept ramp is probably the better practical injector of the ramp cases.
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4.4 Integral Quantities

The previously described integral quantities can be used to compare the different

cases directly. The derivations for these quantities are shown in Section 3.6. One such

useful comparison, shown in Figure 4-16, is of the motion of the location of the center of

mass of the plume (zcm/h, ycm/h), i.e., penetration and lateral movement of the injectant jet

into the main flow. From the plot, several observations can be made. The effect of

skewing the nonswirling (straight) jet +25 ° (NO --> N25) is to shift the plume center to the

right (z_/h > 0), but there is no significant reduction of height (y_/h). The effect of

swirling the jet (without skewing) (NO --> SO and N25 --> $25) is to shift the plume center

to the right and reduce height. The effect of skewing the swirling jet +25 ° (SO --> $25) is

to shift the plume center to the right and increase the height slightly (but not back to the

level for the straight, 0 ° skew case). The effect of skewing the swirling jet -25 ° (SO --> S-

25) is the opposite. The effect of the offset wall on the swirling jet, 25 ° skew ($25 -->

$25X), is negligible. The swept ramp case (NOS) had the greatest height at the x/h =

5.921 location, and at x/h = 3.289 exceeded all the flush wall jet cases at x/h = 5.921.

The height for the skewed ramp, nonswirl case (N25R) was the greatest of all cases at x/h

= 3.289, but at x/h = 5.921 was less than the swept ramp case (NOS). For the N25R case,

between x/h = 3.289 and 5.921, the plume center moved to the left as the plume began to

be wrapped around the ramp generated vortex. The heights for the skewed ramp cases

with swirl ($25R, S-25R) are very similar for +25 ° and -25 ° skew, and comparable to the

flush wall cases (NO, N25, SO, $25, S-25, $25X), but less than the skewed ramp without

swirl (N25R).
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Lateral movements of the plume in the swirling jet cases are much less than might

be expected if these jets generated single isolated vortices with the same circulation as

that of the jet flows at the nozzle exit. The lateral movement of such a vortex Az at a

height y above the injection surface in a streamwise distance Ax due to the influence of

the image of the vortex in the surface plane is

)t57-y)

Using the results from Table 2-2, and assuming y iswhere de is the nozzle exit diameter.

10.16 mm (0.4 inch)

Az = Axtan(15.49)(2.364)( 0:25inch
t, 4.0.4inch )

(4.2)

Az = 0.102. Ax (4.3)

Thus, for Ax = 25.4 ram, 127.0 ram, 228.6 ram, this would be about 2.59 ram, 12.95 ram,

23.32 mm (0.10, 0.51, 0.92 inch) respectively. Except at the x/h = 0.658 location, these

calculated movements are much greater than the observed lateral movements of the

plume.

One measure of mixing effectiveness is the peak He/O2 concentration in the flow.

Figure 4-17 shows the peak He/O2 mole fractions measured for all cases. It should be

noted, in interpreting these results, that uncertainties in Zma_may be of order +5-10% of

Zma_, arising due to the relatively sparse data grid and the fact that grid points may not lie

precisely at the maximum. The skewed ramp cases with swirl ($25R, S-25R) have

significantly higher peak mole fraction He/O2, indicating poorer mixing. At x/h = 3.289

from the injector exit, the N0S case had the lowest maximum He/O2 mole fraction at

0.404, but at x/h = 5.921, there appears to be little significant difference between the NO,
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SO,$25,NOS,andN25Rcases.Theskewedrampcasewithout swirl (N25R)casehas

thegreatestchangein He/02 peak mole fraction from x/h = 3.289 to x/h = 5.921 (i.e.,

peak slope magnitude), which suggests that this case might provide the best mixing

downstream of the x/h = 5.921 location.

Figure 4-18 shows a plot of the mixing efficiency for all cases. As discussed in

Section 3.6, uncertainties in 1"1are believed to be less than +0.051"1. It is clear from the

plot that the swept ramp case (NOS) has the best mixing efficiency at both x/h = 3.289 to

x/h = 5.921. However, the mixing efficiency for the flush wall case without swirl and

skew (NO), and the skewed ramp case without swirl (N25R) appear to be approaching the

mixing efficiency for the swept ramp case at x/h = 5.921, and may equal it further

downstream. The mixing efficiency for all the swirling cases is lower than the non-

swirling cases at x/h = 3.289 to x/h = 5.921. However, it is higher for the swirling 25 °

skewed flush wall case ($25) than for the unskewed, nonswirl flush wall case (NO) at x/h

= 0.658. The implication is that mixing enhancement due to swirl, predicted by previous

experiments (References 3-6), exists in the near field of the injector, but does not persist

very far downstream - at least in the current downstream angled wall jet configuration.
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5.0 CONCLUSION

This experiment investigated the effects of swirl on the mixing of a supersonic jet

of a 5% oxygen in helium (He/O2) mixture injected into a ducted supersonic flow. The

jet was generated by a convergent-divergent nozzle in the wall of the duct, with axis at

25 ° to the wall. The nozzle could be rotated in a plug about an axis normal to the wall to

vary the jet skew from -25 ° to 0 ° to +25 ° with respect to the downstream direction. For

the swirling jet cases, swirl was produced in the injector by tangential injection into a

swirl chamber ahead of the nozzle. The injectors were modified so that injection took

place from the base of a ramp (swept or unswept). Thus, two categories of injector were

studied: those without ramps (flush or flat wall) and those with. Nozzle exit pressure was

nominally the same for all cases and was nominally matched to the pressure behind the

bow shock generated by the jet in the main flow. By use of different nozzle contours for

the swirl and nonswirl cases, the same jet mass flow was provided at the same injectant

total pressure for all cases.

The flow measurements were taken by sweeping four probes mounted on a

computer operated traverse system across the exit of the duct. The four quantities that

were measured by the probes were cone static pressure, stagnation temperature, pitot

pressure, and gas composition. Wall static pressures were also measured to ensure the

quality of the duct flow from test to test. Surveys were conducted at x/h = 3.289 and

5.921 downstream from the injector nozzle exit for most cases and additionally at x/h =

0.658 for two cases. The data from the surveys were plotted with only the He/O2 mole

fractions and the pitot pressures being shown for this discussion. For direct comparison
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of all cases,thedatawasalsoreducedto usefulintegralquantitiessuchastheplume

centerof mass,thepeakHe/O2concentration,andmixing efficiency.

Theresultsfor theflushwall casesindicatethat,exceptrelativelycloseto the

injectionpoint, swirl, with or without skew,doesnot enhancethemixing andpenetration

of the jet, but in fact reducesit. It is likely thatswirl disruptsor alterstherollup process

of thecounterrotatingvortexpair typically createdby flushwall injectors,aprocess

whichappearsto becritical in determiningmixing andpenetration.Ontheotherhand,

injectionof aswirling jet into a supersonicairstreamdoesnot appearto createaplume

with netcirculation(i.e.,a singleor dominantvortex)ashadpreviouslybeenbelieved.

Theeffectsof skewon thejet plumewererelativelysmallfor thenonswirlcase,but were

largerfor theswirling case,with skewin the"positive" directionimprovingpenetration.

Theresultsfor therampcasesindicatethat skewedrampswith swift donotprovidegood

mixing. However,theresultsarerelatively inconclusivein that it wasnotpossibleto

offer anadequateexplanationfor theresults. It maybe,with betterunderstanding,thata

rampinjector incorporatingjet swirl couldbedesignedwhich doesprovideimproved

mixing. Directmeasurementsof vorticity (andalsorampdrag)wouldhavegreatly

helpedin the interpretationof theseresults.
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APPENDIX A

Exit PlaneSurvey

A surveywasperformedattheexit planeof theMach2 nozzlein orderto check

for potentialnonuniformitiesin themainduct flow andto checktheeffectiveconeangle

on theconepressureprobe. Thepitot pressuresof theexit surveyareshownin FigureA-

1(thedatain eachsurveyareshiftedverticallyby 1,4timestherespectivez/h). Thepitot

pressuresarequiteuniform overthenozzleexit. Theslightwavinessin Ppit in the

freestream is not instrumentation error, and to some degree repeats from survey to

survey, indicating the presence of weak 2-D waves in the Mach 2 nozzle. Other than this

slight waviness, the pitot pressure is very uniform, indicating nearly constant Mach

number. The cone static pressures of the exit survey are shown in Figure A-2 (the data in

each survey are shifted vertically by 1/15 times the respective z/h). The cone probe

pressure is uniform within about 5.59 mm (0.22 inch) from the walls (which are located

at y/h = 0 and y/h = 1.0). Small increases in cone pressure between 5.08-5.59 mm (0.20-

0.22 inch) from the walls may be attributed to weak shock/expansion waves which

emanate from the exit (corners) of the nozzle, and intersect the sensing static taps of the

For a nozzle exit Mach number of about 2, the Mach waveprobe at these locations.

angle is given by

(A.1)

So, for a nozzle exit Mach number of about 2.0, g would be 30 °. The length of the probe

from tip to sensing port is 4.064.cos10 °mm (0.160.cosl0 ° inch). At the plane of the

probe tip, the distance from the probe tip that the Mach wave would be sensed would be
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(4.064.cos10°).tan30°mm or 2.311ram. Therefore,thepitot probewill sensethewave

2.31mmcloserto thewall thantheconeprobe,i.e. at5.59- 2.31= 3.28mm from the

wall. Thus,thepitot measurementswithin 3.28mm (0.13inch) of thewall arealso

influencedby theweakshock/expansionwavesfrom thenozzleexit comersanddonot

representundisturbedboundarylayer. Note thatprobesurveysatthe x/h = 0.658, 3.289

and 5.921 locations were performed with probe tips closer to the surface, 0.33-0.71 mm

(0.013-0.028 inch) versus 2.64-2.82 mm (0.104-0.111 inch) at the exit plane, and so

suffer less from this problem. From the data taken from this survey, the effective cone

probe angle and Mach number could be inferred. Typically, cone pressure, Pc, and pitot

pressure, pp#, along with the specific heat ratio 7 and the cone angle, are use to calculate

the Mach number, total pressure and static pressure (discussed in Section 3.6). To

determine the effective cone angle, an iterative process is used. First, iterate on M=,

computing Pp#/Pt,= each time using the equation for total pressure ratios across a normal

shock (at M=), until the computed Pp#/Pt,= equals the experimental value. The nozzle is

assumed to be isentropic, so that the local and plenum total pressures are equal. Next,

given M=, iterate on cone angle, computing PJPt,= by solution of the Taylor-MacColl

problem until the computed PJPt,= equals the measured value (see Section 3.6). The cone

probe was damaged during the experiment so a new one was constructed to finish the

remaining surveys. The exit plane survey performed before the duct surveys is valid for

the first cone probe. The exit plane survey performed at the end of the experiment is

valid for the second cone probe. Analysis of the two exit surveys yielded a cone angle of

10.04 ° for the first cone probe and 10.15 ° for the second probe. The exit Mach number

was determined to be 1.975 + 0.01.
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APPENDIX B

Tylan General RO-28 Correction Factor

Since He/O2 is such an unusual gas, the Tylan General RO-28 flow meter

correction factor Cffor the test gas He/O2 has not been measured and therefore needs to

be calculated. The process to compute this factor for an unknown gas is described below

using He/O2 as an example. The response of the flow meter is related to the heat transfer

of a hot wire or hot film element in the flow meter

flow meger

response

which can be written as

flow meger

response
pUAC p (AT)_ pVC p (AT)

where

p- P and Cp_ _,
RT R _"-1

The quantities p, T, AT are fixed by the design of the controller.

For a given flow meter response, i.e. He/O2 versus N2:

Cf
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ThisgivesCf as a function of only 7. To make the curve fit the experimental value for

helium, the exponent 1 was modified to 1.04216. This brought the correction factor

equation to

(7--1/1°4216
Cf = 3.5. \T/m/o 2

or, in more general terms

Cf = 3.5 • (_-_/1°4216
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APPENDIX C

Duct Breakdown

Wall pressure readings were taken for all duct wall height configurations to

determine if the different configurations affected the flow in the duct. Two cases were

run with air injected into the flow to investigate the effect of duct breakdown and buildup

on the duct flow. The nonswirl, 0 ° skew case is shown in Figure C-1 and the swirl, 25 °

skew case is shown in Figure C-2. The point of these plots is to show the repeatability of

the flow within the duct as a function of duct height. In particular, they should show

whether there are any major influences of the exit plane which propagate upstream into

the duct. Such influences would have to take the form of recirculation zones, since in

supersonic flows and attached boundary layers, influences propagate downstream only.

The plots show fair repeatability for different duct heights, with no inconsistently large

variations at the duct exit [which, of course is at a different location for each data set].

The variations that are observed might be attributed to changes in step height or gap

width of the joints in the model walls. The uncertainty in P,_/Pt,= as a consequence of this

appears to be +0.02.

Also of importance is the influence the presence of the survey probes has on the

duct flow. Figure C-3 shows the pressure measured at the downstream most wall taps

during several surveys as the probes swept back and forth across the duct exit. This

figure shows that the probes had no influence on the wall tap measurements and thus no

influence on the flow in the duct.
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APPENDIX D

StreamwiseVorticity Generation by Bow Shock

The problem of the bow shock generated by an angled jet injected from a fiat

surface is difficult; therefore consider first the problem of the 2-D flow around a cylinder

mounted normal to a supersonic flow. A curved shock is generated ahead of this body.

Streamlines passing through the shock near the symmetry plane (where the shock is

normal to the flow) suffer a larger loss of total pressure than those passing farther from

the symmetry plane. Thus there is vorticity of both signs behind the shock, with direction

normal to the plane of the flow (and parallel to the cylinder) (Crocco' s theorem).

Suppose now that a uniform velocity component is added to the flow parallel to the axis

of the cylinder; this represents a simple change of reference frame. The resulting flow

may be regarded as the flow around an infinite cylinder whose axis is swept with respect

to the oncoming flow. The vorticity behind the bow shock now has a non-zero

component parallel to the resultant velocity vector, which is thus "streamwise" vorticity.

The bow shock generated by an angled jet is both curved and swept like that of the

infinite swept cylinder, and therefore is expected to generate distributed streamwise

vorticity of both signs in the airstream in the same manner.
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TABLES

mean run-to-run total
variation uncertainty

Pt,_ (kPa) 794 _+3 _+5

p= (kPa) 105.4 _+0.3 _+1.7

Tt= (K) 299 _+6 _+6

ptj / pt,_ 5.40 _+0.03 _+0.05

T,j / T,_ 1.03 _+0.02 _+0.02

rhj (swirl) (kg/s) 0.0333 _+0.0003 _+0.0014

rhj (nonswirl) (kg/s) 0.0355 _+0.0003 _+0.0015

Table 2-1. Experimentally measured flow conditions with He/O2 as injectant.

nonswirl swirl

pj (kPa) 228.6 225.3*

Mj 2.584 2.594*

atan(vo, j / uj) 0.0 15.49"

uj / u= 2.450 2.364

rhj (kg/s) 0.03784 0.03794

rh (kg/s) 3.731 3.731

(* - these quantities are applicable at the outer edge of the jet only)

Table 2-2. Calculated exit flow conditions based on nominal conditions.
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case

NO

N25

SO

$25

S-25

$25X

N0S

N25R

$25R

S-25R

swirl

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

skew angle ramp offset wall survey locations (mm)

0 ° 25.4, 127.0, 228.6

25 ° 127.0

0 ° 127.0, 228.6

25 ° 25.4, 127.0, 228.6

-25 ° 127.0

25 ° X 127.0, 228.6

0 ° Swept 127.0, 228.6

25 ° Unswept X 127.0, 228.6

25 ° Unswept X 127.0, 228.6

-25 ° Unswept X 127.0, 228.6

Table 3-1. Test Cases.
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case duct injected start z end z

height gas

N25 127.0 all 38.1 38.1

$25 127.0 all 38.1 38.1

SO 127.0 all 38.1 38.1

S 25 127.0 all 38.1 38.1

NO 127.0 all 38.1 38.1

NO 228.6 all 38.1 38.1

$25 228.6 all 38.1 38.1

$25 25.4 ail', none 38.1 38.1

NO 25.4 ail', none 38.1 38.1

$25 25.4 He/O2 12.7 12.7

NO 25.4 He/O2 19.05 9.53

z number start y end y y number pitot probe

spacing surveys spacing points per height above

sm-vey exit plane

3.18 29 1.52 37.08 2.54 15 0.610 0.711

3.18 29 1.52 37.08 2.54 15 0.610 0.711

3.18 29 1.52 37.08 2.54 15 0.610 0.711

3.18 29 1.52 37.08 2.54 15 0.610 0.711

3.18 29 1.52 37.08 2.54 15 0.610 0.711

6.35 15 2.16 36.45 3.81 10 0.457 0.559

6.35 15 2.16 36.45 3.81 10 0.457 0.559

3.18 29 1.52 37.08 2.54 15 0.483 0.584

3.18 29 1.52 37.08 2.54 15 0.483 0.584

3.18 12 1.52 24.38 2.54 10 0.483 0.584

3.18 13 1.52 24.38 2.54 10 0.483 0.584

13 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.381 0.457

10 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.381 0.457

13 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.559

10 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.559

13 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.559

10 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.559

13 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.381 0.457

10 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.381 0.457

16 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.559

14 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.559

13 2.16 36.45 3.81 10 0.406 0.508

10 2.16 36.45 3.81 10 0.406 0.508

13 2.16 36.45 3.81 10 0.330 0.432

10 2.16 36.45 3.81 10 0.330 0.432

16 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.330 0.457

14 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.330 0.457

13 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.508

10 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.508

13 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.508

10 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.508

13 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.508

10 36.45 2.16 3.81 10 0.457 0.508

$25X 127.0 ail', none 38.1 19.05 6.35

$25X 127.0 He/O2 19.05 19.05 6.35

$25R 127.0 ail', none 38.1 19.05 6.35

$25R 127.0 He]O2 19.05 19.05 6.35

N25R 127.0 ail', none 38.1 19.05 6.35

N25R 127.0 He]O2 19.05 19.05 6.35

$25R 127.0 ail', none 38.1 19.05 6.35

$25R 127.0 He]O2 19.05 19.05 6.35

N0S 127.0 ail', none 38.1 38.1 6.35

N0S 127.0 He]O2 31.75 31.75 6.35

S 25R 127.0 ail', none 38.1 19.05 6.35

S 25R 127.0 He]O2 19.05 19.05 6.35

S 25R 228.6 ail', none 38.1 19.05 6.35

S 25R 228.6 He]O2 19.05 19.05 6.35

N0S 228.6 ail', none 38.1 38.1 6.35

N0S 228.6 He/O2 31.75 31.75 6.35

N25R 228.6 ail', none 38.1 19.05 6.35

N25R 228.6 He]O2 19.05 19.05 6.35

$25R 228.6 ail', none 38.1 19.05 6.35

$25R 228.6 He]O2 19.05 19.05 6.35

$25X 228.6 ail', none 38.1 19.05 6.35

$25X 228.6 He/O2 19.05 19.05 6.35

Table 3-2. Grid spacing for survey measurements.
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FIGURES

Figure 2-1. Detail of Transverse Jet Facility (TJF).
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Figure 2-2 Duct and nozzle mounted on TJF
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Figure 2-5. Offset wall parts.
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Figure2-6 Injectoronductat [_= +25°
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Figure 2-7. Injector assembly, cross-section view ([_ = 0).
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Figure 2-10. Injector nozzle ramps.
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Figure 3-1. Flow field survey probes and rake assembly.
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Figure 3-2. Flow field survey probes.
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Figure 3-3. Gas composition analyzer system.
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Figure 3-6. Data acquisition system.
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mass flow rate determined from injector nozzle calibration.
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Figure 4-l(a). He/O2 mole fractions for nonswirl, 0 ° skew, flush wall injector (NO).
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Figure 4-1 (b). Pitot pressures (Ppit /Pt,=) for nonswirl, 0 ° skew, flush wall injector (NO).
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Figure 4-1(d). Close-up of x/h = 0.658 Pitot pressures of NO case.
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Figure 4-2(a). He/O2 mole fractions for nonswirl, 25 ° skew, flush wall injector (N25).
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Figure 4-2(b). Pitot pressures for nonswirl, 25 ° skew, flush wall injector (N25).
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Figure 4-4(a). He/Q2 mole fractions for swirl, 0 ° skew, flush wall injector (SO).
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Figure 4-4(b). Pitot pressures for swirl, 0 ° skew, flush wall injector (SO).
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Figure 4-6(a). He/O2 mole fractions for swirl, -25 ° skew, flush wall injector (S-25).
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Figure 4-6(b). Pitot pressures for swirl, -25 ° skew, flush wall injector (S-25).
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Figure 4-7. Cross-section view looking upstream for swirl, zero skew flush wall

injector.
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Figure 4-9(a). He/O2 mole fractions for swirl, 25 ° skew, flush wall injector, offset wall

($25X).
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Figure 4-9(b). Pitot pressures for swirl, 25 ° skew, flush wall injector, offset wall

($25X).
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Figure 4-10. Pitot pressures for no injection, 0 ° skew, swept ramp injector (NOS).
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Figure 4- l l (a). He/02 mole fractions for nonswirl, 0 ° skew, swept ramp injector (NOS).
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Figure 4-11(b). Pitot pressures for nonswirl, 0 ° skew, swept ramp injector (NOS).
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Figure 4-12. Pitot pressures for no injection, -25 ° skew, ramp injector, offset wall

(S-25R).
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Figure 4-13(a). He/O2 mole fractions for nonswirl, 25 ° skew, ramp injector, offset wall

(N25R).
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Figure 4-13(b). Pitot pressures for nonswirl, 25 ° skew, ramp injector, offset wall

(N25R).
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Figure 4-14(a). He/O2 mole Fractions for swirl, 25 ° skew, ramp injector, offset wall

($25R).
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Figure 4-14(b). Pitot pressures for swirl, 25 ° skew, ramp injector, offset wall ($25R).
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Figure 4-15(a). He/O2 mole fractions for swirl, -25 ° skew, ramp injector, offset wall

(S-25R).
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Figure 4-15(b). Pitot pressures for swirl, -25 ° skew, ramp injector, offset wall (S-25R).
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Figure 4-17. Peak He/02 mole fractions.
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